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Abstract— 3-D integrated circuits (3-D ICs) offer a promising
solution to overcome the scaling limitations of 2-D ICs. However,
using too many through-silicon-vias (TSVs) pose a negative
impact on 3-D ICs due to the large overhead of TSV (e.g.,
large footprint and low yield). In this paper, we propose a new
TSV sharing method for a circuit-switched 3-D mesh-of-tree
(MoT) interconnect, which supports high-throughput and low-
latency communication between processing cores and 3-D stacked
multibanked L2 scratchpad memory. The proposed method
supports traffic balancing and TSV-failure tolerant routing. The
proposed method advocates a modular design strategy to allow
stacking multiple identical memory dies without the need for
different masks for dies at different levels in the memory stack.
We also investigate various parameters of 3-D memory stacking
(e.g., fabrication technology, TSV bonding technique, number of
memory tiers, and TSV sharing scheme) that affect interconnect
latency, system performance, and fabrication cost. Compared
to conventional MoT interconnect [6] that is straightforwardly
adapted to 3-D integration, the proposed method yields up
to ×2.11 and ×1.11 improvements in terms of cost efficiency
(i.e., performance/cost) for microbump TSV bonding and direct
Cu–Cu TSV bonding techniques, respectively.

Index Terms— 3-D integration, multicore, networks-on-chip
(NoC), scratchpad memory (SPM).

I. INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS, the increasingfocus on energy-efficient
architecture coupled with a slowdown in clock speed

improvement has brought a growing interest in parallel
computing. General purpose graphics processing units
(GP-GPUs), such as NVIDIA Fermi [1], HyperCore [2],
and STMicroelectronics Platform 2012 [3], are visible
examples in this trend. All of the cited architectures share a
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common trait: a multicore cluster consisting of many simple
cores with a private or shared L1 cache, a shared L2 cache,
and a shared scratchpad memory (SPM). SPM, which is
also termed tightly coupled memory, is an on-chip static
RAM (SRAM) array with only decoding and column circuits.
SPM yields much higher storage density per unit area, lower
power consumption, and lower access latency than cache
memory [4], [5].

3-D integration is a promising option to overcome the
scaling limitations of 2-D integrated circuit (2-D IC) [7]. The
main benefits of 3-D integration rely on the fact that long
global wires are shortened owing to the additional vertical
routing paths as well as the reduced die size as the number of
stacked tiers increases [8]. However, 3-D IC technology also
faces challenges due to the larger pitch of through-silicon-vias
(TSVs) that takes up space in the active layers and has at least
an order of magnitude greater footprint than regular vias in the
metal layers. These TSVs are spread out (uniformly or non-
uniformly) in each tier, which will make floorplanning and
routing extremely challenging [10]–[13]. When considering
the large footprint and parasitic capacitance of a real TSV,
the global wire delay does not decrease substantially and
continuously with the increased number of stacked tiers [14].
In addition, TSVs are usually etched or drilled through device
layers by special techniques and are costly to fabricate. Large
numbers of TSVs degrade fabrication yield of the final chip,
resulting in high fabrication cost [15].

In this paper, we focus on interconnection networks within
a multicore cluster consisting of multiple cores and a shared
multibanked L2 SPM, where L2 SPM banks are stacked
on top of the multicore die. The high density and the low
latency of L2 SPM make it a very interesting option for 3-D
integration of multicore clusters as 3-D integration enables
a massive increase of SPM relatively close to the cores. Not
only application processors, but also almost all mobile system-
on-chips (SoCs) feature a pretty large L2 on-chip memory,
which is shared by multiple cores. TI OMAP 5 Platform [16],
STE NOVATHOR Platform [17], and Snapdragon S4 Proces-
sors [18] are just a few representative examples. However,
the main issue with these architectures is that the on-chip
memory has a limited number of ports (i.e., 1 or 2 ports) and
the limited bandwidth in input/output (I/O) due to the long
on-chip planar interconnect. On the other hand, we are
proposing an architecture, which gives a bandwidth propor-
tional to N , where N(≤32) is the number of cores within a
multicore cluster, and a latency that is just a few clock cycles
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(i.e., <5 cycles).1 The fully combinational mesh-of-tree (MoT)
interconnect proposed in [6] is suitable for this architecture
that needs an interconnect with high throughput and low
latency. In [6], the fully combinational circuit-switched MoT
interconnect was fabricated in a 65-nm technology node,
featuring single-cycle transfer from core to on-chip memory
and vice versa. The MoT interconnect provides distributed
round-robin arbitration for fair access to memory banks as
well as fine-grained address interleaving to reduce memory
bank conflicts. However, a straightforward extension of the
traditional MoT interconnect to the third dimension by simply
inserting TSVs at every connection to the memory banks
(which we call plain MoT) is not a good option, since it
requires too many TSVs.

Even though traditional packet-switched on-chip
interconnects provide bandwidth scalability, the latency
is not adequate [29]. For reducing the latency, some
researchers proposed high-radix on-chip interconnects,
such as Clos [73] and flattened butterfly [74], which can
decrease the diameter of the network and, thus, reduce the
overall latency. However, the long wires of the high-radix
interconnects in conjunction with buffers in routers make them
inappropriate. In addition, unlike high-radix interconnects, a
binary tree of MoT interconnect (i.e., small number of ports
of circuit routers) makes it simple, lean, and lightweight to be
implemented.

The contributions of this paper are as follows. First, we
propose a new circuit-switched 3-D MoT interconnect that
supports sharing TSV bus (i.e., a set of TSVs for address,
data, and control signals to a memory bank) among multiple
memory banks in a congestion-aware and fault-tolerant man-
ner. As far as we know, this is the first work that considers
TSV sharing for 3-D MoT interconnect. In addition, the
proposed method allows the number of TSV buses not to be
a power of two. When considering the large area occupied
by TSVs, putting an arbitrary number of TSVs enables a fine
control of TSV overhead to improve the system performance.
The proposed method also supports a modular design strategy
that allows stacking multiple identical memory dies with the
same identical mask and, thus, reduces the fabrication cost.
Second, we investigate various parameters for 3-D mem-
ory stacking, such as fabrication technology, TSV bonding
schemes, number of memory tiers, and TSV sharing structures,
that affect the interconnect latency, the system performance,
and the fabrication cost. This investigation allows us to find
the best 3-D MoT configuration in view of cost efficiency
(i.e., performance/cost). For the TSV bonding schemes, we
considered the two most widespread and intensively studied
technology options: state of the art microbumps with elec-
trostatic discharge (ESD) protection circuits [20]– [22] and
high-density Cu–Cu direct bonding [23].

1Note that the proposed architecture is only for a limited number of
processing cores (equal or <32) because as the number of both cores
and memory banks increases, the latency of the combinational interconnect
increases (>10 ns, which is out of our scope). Scaling to larger number of
processing cores (e.g., >32) requires building a multicluster fabric connected
through a scalable NoC [19]. Scaling beyond that will require hierarchical
multicluster schemes, and for extremely scaled architectures (1000 cores),
hierarchical clustered multihop networks will have to be used.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the related works. Section III provides details of our
target architecture with a plain MoT interconnect. Section IV
shows the effects of TSV sharing on a 3-D MoT interconnect.
Section V explains the proposed TSV sharing scheme.
In Sections VI and VII, experimental setup and results
are, respectively, shown, followed by a conclusion in
Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

General purpose 3-D network-on-chip (NoC), which deliv-
ers packets between homogeneous nodes, is one of the well-
known interconnection network architectures for a large 3-D
SoC. Li et al. [24] proposed a hybrid 3-D NoC-bus inter-
connect. The hybrid interconnect takes advantage of the short
vertical interconnections by connecting multiple layers of 2-D
mesh network with a bus architecture spanning the entire
vertical distance of the chip. Seiculescu et al. [28] proposed
a design tool to synthesize application-specific 3-D NoC
topology, which assigns the network components on to the
3-D tiers and performs a placement of them in each tier, while
considering power and latency cost. In [27] and [29], various
3-D NoC topologies have been evaluated and summarized in
terms of throughput, latency, and energy dissipation. Several
3-D NoC prototypes have been published [30], [31]. Even
though all these works are scalable and provide lots of
bandwidth, they are not optimized for low-latency processor
to memory traffic, but provide generic intercomputing-node
services. For reducing the latency, decompositions of NoC
router architecture have been proposed [25], [26], [80], [81]. It
breaks up router architecture into a set of smaller components,
thereby avoiding the use of a large crossbar (i.e., 7 × 7
crossbar) and reducing the latency within the router itself.
However, despite the reduced latency, the large number of hops
to be passed makes it inappropriate for on-chip interconnects
with tightly coupled cores and memory banks.

Prior studies of 3-D on-chip interconnect for stacked mem-
ory architectures can be grouped into three categories: 1) 3-D
stacked cache with wide I/O interfaces; 2) 3-D stacked nonuni-
form cache architecture (NUCA); and 3) 3-D stacked SPM.
In [32]– [34], the authors have demonstrated that implement-
ing memory bus between a L2 cache and an on-chip main
memory as wide as a cache line that operates at core’s
clock frequency can provide the maximum bandwidth that the
L2 cache can consume and contribute to a larger gain in the
system performance. In [35] and [36], 3-D stacked DRAM
and SRAM caches with a vertical wide I/O interconnect have
been fabricated at 50-nm and 0.18-μm technology nodes,
respectively. In [37], a 3-D memory stacked system with
64 ARM Cortex-M3 cores has been fabricated at a 130-nm
technology node. It is designed to be expandable to four tiers
of core and cache with three tiers of stacked DRAM. Eight
DRAM controllers are connected to the cores with a 128-bit
bus, providing 2.23 GB/s. However, in spite of all advantages
of 3-D stacked caches with wide I/O interfaces, a centralized
shared memory still lacks in scalability [38], [39]; on the other
hand, NoC-based 3-D stacked NUCA brings a scalable and
modular communication infrastructure.
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In 3-D stacked NUCAs, the stacked cache is divided into
multiple banks with different access latencies according to
their locations to cores. Each core and bank is connected
to each other through a mesh interconnect [40]–[42], a tree
interconnect [43], or a ring interconnect [44]. Despite the
high bandwidth and parallel communications between cores
and stacked cache banks with flexible access routines, the
inherent large access latency resulting from multiple routers
and buffers is not adequate for multicore clusters with shared
L2 multibanked SPM. These 3-D stacked NUCAs have higher
latency (i.e., order of ten or more clock cycles) than the
required performance in our target architecture (i.e., less than
five clock cycles). Even though some techniques, such as
dynamic data migration [42] and cache partitioning [41], help
to reduce the average hop distance for memory data access,
they increase hardware (HW) complexity and lead to complex
network architectures.

A few works on 3-D stacked SPM with configurable
on-chip interconnect have been presented in [45]– [47].
In [45], the authors proposed a configurable memory tier that
consists of many uniform memory elements (containing a
micromemory-core RAM, an I/O, a configuration register, and
a routing switch). Each memory element is connected to each
other with a switch-based 3-D mesh interconnect. Instead of
using a crossbar switch, AND logic is used in order to reduce
the latency. In [46], customizable redistribution layer (RDL)
routing was proposed. The RDL, which is a plated metal layer
with superior electrical characteristics than typical metal wire,
enables connecting each core and memory cell without any
switch connection. In [47], a prototype of 3-D stacked SPM
has been published. It is a two-tier 3-D IC, where the logic
die consists of 64 general purpose processor cores running at
277 MHz, and the memory die contains 256-KB SRAM. Each
processor core directly connected to each 4 KB of SRAM.
However, despite the extremely low access latency, all these
works described above were simply focusing on the use of
private memory while our work proposes a solution for sharing
L2 memory.

A few works with TSV disconnection in 3-D NoCs have
been addressed to enhance the reliability of interconnection
network. Such works dealt with this challenge by suggest-
ing redundant TSV links [19], reliable routings [48]–[51],
error detection/correction HW modules [52], or TSV-variation-
aware synthesis [53]. One approach for reliable routings,
which is suitable for both 2-D and 3-D NoC interconnection
network, is leveraging reconfigurable routing table to keep
fault-tolerant routing paths [48], [49]. This method is highly
resilient but suffers from poor scalability due to the area
required for the tables. The other approach is applying ZXY
routing, but dynamically determining when a packet moves
vertically, so that incoming packets never use the faulty TSVs
[50], [51]. Those are, therefore, designed to tackle faults on
vertical links since fault rate on TSVs is much larger than
conventional horizontal ones (i.e., metal wire).

Recently, there have been some works of vertical inter-
connect serialization as one way to reduce the number of
TSVs [9], [54]–[57]. Such serialization schemes reduce the
number of TSVs, resulting in more efficient core layout across

TABLE I

ZERO-LOAD LATENCY COMPARISONS OF 3-D ON-CHIP INTERCONNECTS

multiple layers due to the reduced routing congestion and
increase the fabrication yield with a small impact on the
latency. Pasricha [9] has shown that 4:1 serialization of TSV
interconnects saves >70% of TSV footprint with only 1.86%
performance degradation on an average at a 65-nm technology
node, and proposed a framework for TSV-serialization-aware
synthesis of 3-D NoC [58]. However, vertical interconnect
serialization is made feasible only in packet-switched 3-D
NoC interconnects, where either horizontal propagation delay
or vertical propagation delay dominates the performance of
interconnect (i.e., network clock frequency) rather than the
sum of horizontal and vertical propagation delays. In [59],
a configurable serialization scheme of TSV interconnects is
proposed to ensure fault-tolerant data transmission.

In this paper, we propose a new circuit-switched 3-D
MoT interconnect for a multicore cluster to connect multiple
processing cores, placed on a logic tier, with multiple tiers of
multibanked SRAM modules. These SRAM modules consti-
tute a single shared L2 SPM that enables fast communication
with the tightly coupled cores for parallel processing. For brief
comparisons of the most published 3-D NoC interconnects and
our MoT interconnect, Table I shows zero-load latencies of the
interconnects for 4 × 4 × 2 3-D NoC architectures. The zero-
load latency is the latency where only one packet traverses the
network. Although such a latency does not consider contention
among packets, it can be used to describe effects of an
interconnect topology on the performance [82]. In Table I,
the second column shows the length of the longest physical
wire in each on-chip interconnect. The longest wire of each
interconnect is determined by the longest Manhattan distance
between routers connected to each other. The third column
shows the resistance–capacitance (RC) delay of the longest
wire for each interconnect. The wire delay is estimated using
the first-order Elmore model for a 32-nm technology node.
The fourth presents the average number of hop counts during
a packet traversal. The last column presents the results of
zero-load latency. On-chip interconnect assumed to be run
on 1 GHz. In 3-D mesh, 3-D hybrid bus-mesh, and 3-D
hybrid bus-tree, the latencies of a router and a vertical bus
(including arbitration delay and TSV delay) assumed to be,
respectively, 2 and 3 cycles [42]. In 3-D flattened butterfly, the
router latency assumed to be 3 cycles. The latency to access
64-KB L2 memory bank itself is 1.004 ns [64]. As shown in
Table I, compared with our MoT interconnect, the 3-D NoC
interconnects have much higher latency that is not appropriate
for a multicore cluster, but for a multicluster fabric.
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Fig. 1. Memory hierarchy of target 3-D multicore cluster. (a) Block diagram
representing the interconnection network between cores and hierarchical
memories. (b) Memory map showing a range of global memory addresses
allocated to the shared L2 SPM.

III. TARGET 3-D MULTICORE CLUSTER

Fig. 1 shows the memory hierarchy of the target multicore
cluster. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the cluster consists of simple
cores each of which has its own private L1 instruction and data
caches. When designing a multicore cluster using commercial
core IPs (e.g., ARM Cortex MPCore), this assumption is
reasonable since L1 instruction and data caches are often
deeply entrenched in the core subsystem. The multibanked
stacked L2 SPM consists of multiple SRAM banks connected
with the cores through a MoT interconnect. Each stacked
SRAM bank is connected with the MoT interconnect through
a TSV bus (i.e., a set of TSVs for address, data, and control
signals to a memory bank). Access to an off-cluster large
main memory is coordinated by the global NoC interconnect.
An optional direct memory access (DMA) engine can be used
to carry out data transfers from the off-cluster main memory
to the L2 SPM. Fig. 1(b) shows the memory map of our
target architecture in view of one core. Note that, as shown in
Fig. 1(b), a range of dedicated global addresses is allocated
to the shared L2 SPM, while the rest (i.e., off-cluster main
memory) is cached by L1 cache. The shared L2 SPM can
be used to store the following data: 1) shared local data:
maintains variables explicitly defined to be shared at compile
time; 2) shared stack: maintains the parameters for passing
among cores; and 3) heap: used for dynamically allocated
structures.

Fig. 2 shows an example of MoT interconnect consisting
of four cores and eight stacked L2 SPM banks. When a
core accesses its target memory bank, a combinational path
is created through the two kinds of binary trees, i.e., routing
tree and arbitration tree. This combinational path is able to

Fig. 2. 4 × 8 MoT interconnect. Empty circles: routing switches. Empty
squares: arbitration switches.

Fig. 3. Geometry view of 3-D multicore cluster with stacked L2 SPM banks.
(a) 3-D multicore cluster with TSVs array. (b) TSVs allocation to each stacked
memory bank.

support low-latency and nonblocking communication between
cores and memory banks [6]. In Fig. 2, during a read/write
operation, data and control signals are asserted in the form
of packet by a core. This packet is routed through routing
switches until it reaches the last level of the routing tree.
In order to reach the target memory bank, the packet must be
arbitrated among the other simultaneous packets heading for
the same memory bank. The round-robin algorithm is used for
a starvation-free arbitration. If a request from one core loses
the arbitration in the current clock cycle, it is supposed to be
granted in the next clock cycle. The arbitration switches first
arbitrate the requests following the round-robin policy and,
then, route the request in a combinational way.

Fig. 3 shows a geometry view of our target architecture.
As shown in Fig. 3(a), MoT interconnect (i.e., the routing
and arbitration switches shown in Fig. 2) is placed in the
middle of core tier, which makes it easier that memory access
latency from each core is well balanced. Output ports of
arbitration switches at the last level of arbitration tree are
directly connected to each memory bank through TSVs (also
shown in Figs. 1 and 2), which are distributed in the middle of
the memory die [60]. Each stacked memory bank is connected
to neighboring TSVs as shown in Fig. 3(b). Note that the
stacked L2 SPM dies do not need to be the same as the size
of the multicore die.

The major advantage of 3-D memory stacking is that the
overall wire length of the on-chip interconnect is reduced
owing to the reduced memory form factor as well as the
additional vertical routing paths. However, this straightforward
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Fig. 4. Sharing a TSV bus among L2 SPM banks that are the closest to
each other. The memory banks shared by one TSV bus might be placed in a
bank stack or multiple bank stacks, where a bank stack consists of multiple
SPM banks, which are directly stacked on each other.

extension of plain MoT to 3-D integration (i.e., per-bank TSVs
allocation) requires a considerably larger number of TSVs.
When considering the large footprint and low fabrication yield
of TSV, it is important to share TSVs among multiple memory
banks in order to reduce the number of TSVs with less
performance degradation.

IV. EFFECTS OF TSV SHARING ON 3-D MOT

Fig. 4 shows the most straightforward method for TSV
sharing to reduce the number of TSVs while allowing a
modular design strategy using the same identical mask for
every stacked memory tier [36], [60]. In Fig. 4, a TSV bus
is shared by multiple memory banks. The memory banks can
be placed in one bank stack2 or multiple bank stacks so that
all the memory banks shared by a TSV bus are the closest
to each other. For example, if we assume that two SPM tiers
are stacked on a multicore die and four memory banks are
shared by one TSV bus, then all the memory banks in every
two bank stacks are to be shared by one TSV bus, as shown
in Fig. 4. Tristate buffers are inserted between each memory
bank and shared TSV bus to make sure that only one memory
bank is connected to the MoT interconnect at a time for packet
transmission. In this TSV sharing scheme, the total number of
TSVs is reduced with respect to the number of memory banks
shared by one TSV bus, i.e., Nshare, which is shown in Table II.

The reduced number of TSVs resulting from TSV sharing
makes the fabrication yield of 3-D ICs higher. When assuming
a wafer-to-wafer (W2W) bonding technique for the fabrication,
the yield of 3-D SPM is estimated as follows [61]:

YSPM = (Ydie)
Ntier · (Ystacking)

Ntier−1 (1)

Ystacking = Ybonding · (1 − ftsv)
Ntsv (2)

where Ntier is the number of SPM tiers stacked on a multicore
die, Ydie yield of single SPM die, Ybonding yield of 3-D bonding
process, ftsv TSV failure rate, and Ntsv the total number of
TSVs. As shown in (1) and (2), the reduction in the number of
TSVs increases the fabrication yield because it decrease Ntsv
while increasing Ydie owing to the reduced area occupied by
TSVs.

2As shown in Fig. 4, a bank stack consists of multiple SPM banks that are
directly stacked on each other.

Fig. 5. TSV bus sharing and its effect on the number of routing switch levels
in 3-D MoT interconnect. (a) When Nshare is 2. (b) When Nshare is 4.

Fig. 6. Example of the proposed TSV sharing method. (a) Two 4 × 2
MoT interconnects with double TSV buses. (b) Memory bank connected with
double TSV buses through a multiplexer.

Sharing TSVs also gives a possibility to reduce the MoT
interconnect latency. The reduced area occupied by TSVs
decreases the wire length in the critical path. In addition, the
number of routing switches being passed decreases since the
routing tree strongly depends on the number of bank groups,
each of which consists of multiple memory banks shared
by one TSV bus. Fig. 5 shows two examples of 3-D MoT
interconnect when Nshare is 2 and 4, respectively. As shown
in Fig. 5, the number of MoT routing levels and, thus, the
number of routing switches being passed decreases as Nshare
increases. Table II shows details about the effects of TSV bus
sharing on 3-D MoT interconnects.

Despite all the benefits mentioned above, this straightfor-
ward TSV sharing scheme causes traffic collision at shared
TSV buses even when each of processing cores accesses
different memory banks, if the memory banks accessed by
different cores are in the same bank group and accessed
at the same time. The amount of collision at shared TSV
buses strongly depends on the rate of L2 SPM accesses of
applications executed on the multiple cores as well as the
number of banks in a bank group, i.e., Nshare. To control
and alleviate the collision at shared TSV buses while keeping
all the benefits of TSV sharing, we propose a new TSV
sharing method, which is able to balance packet traffics among
memory banks.

V. CONGESTION-AWARE TSV SHARING FOR 3-D MOT

The main idea of the proposed method is to use multiple
small 3-D MoT interconnects for multiple paths from cores to
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TABLE II

COMPARISONS OF 3-D MOT INTERCONNECTS WITHOUT/WITH TSV BUS SHARING

TABLE III

COMPARISONS BETWEEN CONVENTIONAL TSV SHARING

SCHEME AND THE PROPOSED METHOD

memory banks instead of using one large 3-D MoT intercon-
nect. Fig. 6 shows an example of the proposed TSV sharing
method with double 3-D MoT interconnects. In Fig. 6(a),
compared with the 3-D MoT interconnect in Fig. 5(a), two
4 × 2 MoT interconnects are used instead of single 4 × 4
MoT interconnect with the same number of TSV buses. Thus,
memory banks in a bank group [i.e., four memory banks as
shown in Fig. 6(a)] are shared by two TSV buses, which
are the same as the number of MoT interconnects. As shown
in Fig. 6(b), a multiplexer is inserted between each memory
bank and its TSV buses in order to choose one of the two
TSV buses for packet communication. To determine a MoT
interconnect (and finally its TSV bus) for packet communica-
tion, a modified routing switch shown in Fig. 7 is proposed
to be added between each core and two MoT interconnects
as shown in Fig. 6(a). Fig. 7(a) shows the proposed circuit
of the modified routing switch, which is exactly the same
circuit as the routing switch within the conventional MoT
interconnect except for the control logic. The control logic
shown in Fig. 7(b) determines a MoT interconnect (i.e., either
MoT_0 or MoT_1) based on the control signals [i.e., c1, c2,
c3, and c4 shown in Fig. 7(c)] and bank indexes (i.e., the last
two digits in the address of bank index). By setting the control
signals to VDD or GND, the routing path (including MoT
interconnect and TSV bus) for each bank index is determined
as shown in Fig. 7(c). Table III shows comparisons between
the conventional TSV sharing scheme [shown in Fig. 5(a)]
and the proposed method [shown in Fig. 6(a)]. As shown in
Table III, with a negligible HW overhead, the proposed TSV
sharing method gives the following three advantages: 1) traffic
balancing; 2) TSV fault tolerance; and 3) implementation of
unconstrained number of TSV buses, while keeping a modular
design strategy using the same identical mask for every stacked
memory tiers.

Fig. 7. Proposed modified routing switch and its control scheme. (a) Modified
routing switch circuit. (b) Control logic in the modified routing switch.
(c) Memory bank mapping to each MoT interconnect.

1) Traffic Balancing: The logical memory space for an
application comprises several memory blocks for data,
instructions, heap, and stack. Each memory block has
different access frequency (i.e., the number of accesses
divided by the total clock cycle counts). Even in the
same memory block, each memory segment has quite
different access frequencies because different loops and
functions are accessed with different frequencies in each
memory segment. When multiple applications are loaded
onto a multicore system, the different behavior of each
application may intensify the disparity of memory access
frequency even more. In conclusion, different mem-
ory access behavior among memory segments, memory
blocks, and applications makes the access frequency of
each memory bank quite different. In the proposed TSV
sharing method, because of the multiple routing paths
from cores to each memory bank, each memory bank can
be allocated to one of the multiple TSV buses based on
the profiled information so that the traffic to each TSV
bus is to be balanced. Fig. 8 shows an example of traffic
balancing using the proposed TSV sharing method. Let
us assume that a program is executed with four threads,
which are run in parallel as shown in Fig. 8(a), and
the access frequency of each memory bank is given
in Fig. 8(b). As shown in Fig. 8(c), two TSV buses
with a multiplexer make the traffic balancing possible
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Fig. 8. Example of traffic balancing using the proposed TSV sharing scheme.
(a) Program with four threads run in parallel. (b) Access frequency of each
memory bank resulting from the four threads executed. (c) Connection of
two TSV buses with four memory banks in order to balance memory traffic
at each TSV bus.

by connecting Bank 00 and Bank 10 to one TSV bus
(i.e., left TSV bus) and Bank 01 and Bank 11 to the
other TSV bus (i.e., right TSV bus).3

2) TSV Fault Tolerance: Fabrication and bonding of TSVs
can fail, which causes a number of stacked known-
good-dies to be discarded and increases the fabrication
cost. Even after the fabrication process, wear-out mech-
anisms, such as a resistance, increase due to electro-
migration at a TSV may increase the delay at the TSV
and eventually lead to an open circuit [62]. As shown
in Fig. 6, double TSV buses shared by memory banks
in a bank group guarantee a tolerance for single TSV
bus failure by rerouting the packet routing path to avoid
the faulty TSV bus, as shown in the last two rows
of Fig. 7(c).

3) Unconstrained Number of TSV Buses: Since the number
of memory banks as well as capacity of one memory
bank are determined by a range of address bits each
of which consists of binary digits, the number of banks
must be a power of two. In addition, when using TSV
sharing scheme, the number of memory banks shared by
one TSV bus must be a power of two, since the destina-
tion memory bank is also activated based on the memory
address. Thus, in conventional TSV sharing schemes, the
number of TSV buses is Nbank/Nshare, which must be a
power of two, since both Nbank and Nshare are numbers
of the form 2n , where n is an integer. When considering
large TSV overhead (e.g., large footprint, low yield, and
so forth), putting TSV buses with a number of a power of
two makes a huge disparities in the view of performance
and fabrication cost among TSV sharing schemes with
different values of Nshare. However, the proposed TSV
sharing method allows unconstrained number of TSVs
insertion using heterogeneous multiple MoT intercon-
nects, which makes it possible to finely control TSV
overhead in order to improve the system performance.
Fig. 9 shows an example of the proposed TSV sharing
method using two heterogeneous MoT interconnects

3The configuration is made by the control signals such that c1, c2, and
c4 are GND, GND, and GND, respectively, as shown in the second row of
Fig. 7(c).

Fig. 9. Heterogeneous 3-D MoT interconnects to support unconstrained
number of TSV buses.

(i.e., 4 × 2 MoT and 4 × 1 MoT). In Fig. 9, each
TSV bus from 4 × 2 MoT interconnect (i.e., TSV
buses with red color) is shared by four memory banks
while a TSV bus from 4 × 1 MoT interconnect
(i.e., a TSV bus with blue color) is shared by eight
memory banks. In addition, for packet communication,
each bank can choose a TSV bus connected to either
4 × 2 MoT interconnect or 4 × 1 MoT interconnect
so that the packet traffic is evenly distributed among
TSV buses.

4) Discussion: In our 3-D MoT, the control signals need to
be dynamically set based on the profiled information
in order to reduce memory traffic congestion and/or
to avoid faulty TSVs. For that, a HW monitor and
a software (SW) algorithm need to be implemented.
Since most commercial processors already employ HW
performance monitors and error-collection code, they
can trace both memory access frequency and faulty
TSVs with negligible overhead. We assume that the
SW algorithm used for traffic balancing is also imple-
mented in processing cores. Note that the complexity
of the traffic-balancing algorithm does not increase as
the numbers of cores and banks increase, but depends
on the ratio of shared memory banks and TSV buses.
For example, if we consider four shared memory banks
with two TSV buses (as shown in Fig. 8), what the traffic
balancing would do is grouping the memory banks into
two groups (same as the number of TSV buses) based
on the profiled information (i.e., memory bank access
frequency) and mapping each group of the memory
banks to each TSV bus in order to evenly distribute
memory traffic on TSV buses. After determining the
mapping, the control signals of 3-D MoT are auto-
matically determined due to the physical connections
between the 3-D MoT and TSV buses. For the mapping,
the memory access frequency of each memory bank
is sorted. Then, the banks with the highest and the
lowest memory access frequencies are connected to one
TSV bus and the rest of banks are connected to the
other TSV bus. This traffic balancing method is not
optimal, but simple and effective enough as shown in
the experimental results in Section VII.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We performed experiments using a 3-D multicore cluster
with a multibanked shared L2 SPM stacked on top of the
multicore die. The 32 processing cores are integrated in the
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Fig. 10. Latency estimation of 3-D MoT interconnect. Elmore distributed
RC delay model to estimate delay from a core to a SPM bank.

multicore cluster and each core is considered to be ARM
Cortex-A5 with 16-/16-KB instruction and data caches [63].
The operating core clock frequency is assumed to be 1 GHz.
The L2 stacked SPM consists of 64 SRAM banks. Each
memory bank has a capacity of 64 KB. The size of a memory
bank and the propagation delay from memory bank IO to
memory core cell within a memory bank, i.e., dmemacc shown
in Fig. 10, are estimated from CACTI [64]. The number
of stacked SPM tiers used in the experiments varies from
1 to 8, which means the number of memory banks per memory
tier varies from 64 to 8 (= 64/8). For TSV bonding, we
tested our solutions with two different bonding techniques:
1) microbumps [20]; and 2) Cu–Cu direct bonding [23]. For
the microbumps, a minimum pitch of 40 μm × 50 μm, and
for the direct bonding a more dense pitch of 10 μm × 10 μm
are assumed, respectively. The interdie signal interfaces in 3-D
ICs are vulnerable to electrical stress induced during stacking
or testing steps. To cope with these issues, I/O interconnects
passing through TSVs will be protected by ESD protection
circuits [22]. As an optimistic corner case, the ESD protection
circuits are not considered in the direct bonding technique.

In order to estimate the latency of MoT interconnect,
the delay for the longest possible link between cores and
memory banks is estimated using Elmore distributed RC
delay model [23], [65], since on-chip global signal wires are
highly resistive while the inductance is negligible. Thus, in a
planar 2-D system, the delay between two diagonal corners
is considered, while in a 3-D IC, the delay from a corner on
the bottom chip to a diagonally opposite corner on the top die
is considered. Fig. 10 shows how a delay from a core to a
stacked SPM bank is composed [i.e., delay for a global metal
wire in core tier (dcore2tsv), a TSV (dtsv), a global metal wire in
memory tier (dtsv2mem), and a memory bank itself (dmemacc)].
In Fig. 10, size of each buffer has been determined so that the
delays of the on-chip metal wires and TSV are to be minimal.
The delay of routing and arbitration switches is assumed to
be four times as long as the one of a minimum sized buffer.
A parasitic capacitance of 35 fF and a resistance of 18 m�
are used to model a TSV [23]. For a microbump [20] and an
ESD protection circuit [22], capacitive loads of 10 and 20 fF
are assumed, respectively. For an on-chip metal wire and a
buffer, all the parasitic capacitances and resistances data at a
65-nm technology node are obtained from [66] and scaled
to each fabrication technology node used in the experiments
(i.e., 65-, 45-, and 32-nm technology nodes). The method of
using Elmore delay model is suitable to estimate interconnect
performance at the early stages of design flow where all the

TABLE IV

ARCHITECTURE CONFIGURATIONS FOR GRAPHITE SIMULATOR

TABLE V

BENCHMARK PROGRAMS IN THREE TEST PROGRAM SUITS

logics are not synthesized yet, because the design tools for
the TSV and the 3-D technology we used are not publicly
available. The same method was already used and verified
in [66] and [75] for estimating interconnect performance of
3-D ICs. Especially in [75], delay estimation using the first-
order Elmore model for 3-D cache memory has been validated
by the Cadence Spectre [76] simulation of a four-way 18-Mb
Intel SRAM cache at the 180-nm technology node, achieving
an accuracy within 10% of the Cadence simulation result.
To estimate interconnect power, we used analytical models
proposed in [77]. To calibrate the leakage power model for
a 32-nm technology node, we used McPAT [78], which is
a simulator for timing, area, and dynamic, short-circuit, and
leakage power of multicore systems, including interconnects.
At a nominal temperature of 300 K, the leakage power
for interconnect is 5% of total power. A similar calibration
approach has been introduced in [79]. In this paper, we did
not consider the routing of interconnects on the 3-D die.
Because the routing congestion of interconnects on the 3-D
die increases with the number of TSVs [10], the increased
sharing of TSV buses reduces the routing congestion and,
thus, decreases the packet latency. Thus, ignoring the effect of
the routing congestion on TSV sharing means that the exper-
imental results of our solution represent at-least performance
improvement.

For the performance evaluation of 3-D multicore cluster,
we employed graphite [67], which is an open-source parallel
multicore simulator and 64 SPM banks with multiple TSV
buses are added into the architectural model of graphite
simulator. Table IV shows the details of configuration in
graphite simulator. For simulation benchmarks, SPLASH-2
benchmark suite [68], 2-D Jacobi [69], and scan [70] were
used, all of which are appropriate to parallel machines with
shared memory. The benchmark programs are classified into
three test program suits with different SPM utilization ratio
(i.e., number of SPM accesses per memory instruction) as
shown in Table V.

For the fabrication cost estimation, we assumed that W2W
and face-to-back 3-D bonding are performed. W2W bonding
does not need any test before bonding and it is easy for
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Fig. 11. Results of MoT interconnect latency for PlainMoT with respect to
the number of stacked L2 SPM tiers, TSV bonding techniques, and fabrication
technology nodes.

Fig. 12. Results of MoT interconnect latency with respect to the number
of stacked L2 SPM tiers and TSV bonding techniques. (a) When 65-nm
technology node is used. (b) When 32-nm technology node is used. All the
values are normalized with respect to the latency results of 2-D MoT (i.e.,
48.05 ns for 65-nm technology node and 17.31 ns for 32-nm technology node).

die alignments with higher throughput, at the expense of
yield loss. To estimate the fabrication cost of L2 SPM, we
used analytical models proposed in [66] and [71], which are
presented as follows:

CSPM = Ntier · Cdie + (Ntier − 1) · Cstacking

YSPM
(3)

where Cdie (= Cwafer/Ndie) is a fabrication cost for a memory
die and Cstacking (= Ctsv ·Ntsv) is a fabrication cost to stack one
memory tier. The yield of L2 SPM, i.e., YSPM, is presented
in (1). All the parameters related to the cost estimation are
presented in [66]. We assumed that Ybonding and ftsv in (2) are
0.98 and 1E-06, respectively. Note that the absolute values of
fabrication yield and cost from the analytical models are not

Fig. 13. Results of IPC for the three test program suits (i.e., low, mid, and
high) with respect to the number of memory tiers in 32-nm technology node.
(a) When microbump TSV bonding is used. (b) When direct TSV bonding
is used. All the values are normalized with respect to the IPC results of 2-D
MoT. The IPC results of 2-D MoT are, respectively, 5.524, 3.085, and 2.322
for low, mid, and high test program suite.

accurate as much as those from the real fabrication, since they
depend on many circumstances such as fabrication foundry,
market demand, and so forth. However, the analysis of relative
values for each TSV sharing scheme based on the analytical
models helps to choose the best scheme of TSV sharing for
the target system at the early stages of design flow. This paper
focuses only on evaluating the effect of TSV footprint on the
chip fabrication yield. Thus, some parameters, such as TSV
density (i.e., the number of TSVs per unit area), that may
impact on TSV yield itself are not considered, and the TSV
yield is modeled as a constant. Precise estimation of TSV yield
will be our future work.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We performed the experiment using three different ver-
sions of the proposed methods (Dynamic-4:2, Dynamic-8:2,
and Dynamic-8:3) and four conventional ones (2-D MoT,
PlainMoT, Static-2:1, and Static-4:1) as follows.

1) 2-D MoT: All the cores and L2 SPM banks are placed
on a 2-D planar structure.

2) PlainMoT: Multiple L2 SPM tiers are stacked on the
multicore die and all the memory banks are connected to
the cores through a plain MoT interconnect (presented in
Section III), where TSV sharing scheme is not applied.

3) Static-2:1 (Static-4:1): Multiple L2 SPM tiers are
stacked on the multicore die and all the memory banks
are connected to the cores through single 3-D MoT
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Fig. 14. Results of fabrication yield and cost of a stacked L2 SPM with respect to the number of stacked SPM tiers and fabrication technology nodes.
(a) Fabrication yield when direct TSV bonding is used. (b) Fabrication yield when microbump TSV bonding is used. (c) Fabrication cost when direct TSV
bonding is used. (d) Fabrication cost when microbump TSV bonding is used. All the values are normalized with respect to the results of 2-D MoT.

interconnect with static TSV sharing scheme (presented
in Section IV), where the ratio of shared memory banks
and TSV buses is 2:1 (4:1).

4) Dynamic-4:2 (Dynamic-8:2 or Dynamic-8:3): Multiple
L2 SPM tiers are stacked on the multicore die and all the
memory banks are connected to the cores through double
3-D MoT interconnects with the proposed TSV sharing
scheme (presented in Section V), where the ratio of
shared memory banks and TSV buses is 4:2 (8:2 or 8:3).

Our first experiment results show the impact of changing
the number of stacked memory tiers on the latency of MoT
interconnect. When moving from a 2-D planar structure to
two or more stacked structures, we notice a decrease in the
form factor, which reduces the interconnect wire delay. Fig. 11
shows the latency of 3-D MoT interconnect with respect to
the number of L2 SPM tiers, i.e., Ntier , in PlainMoT with
different TSV bonding techniques and fabrication technology
nodes. It can be seen that for direct TSV bonding technique
in a 65-nm technology node, the MoT interconnect latency
decreases as the number of stacked memory tiers increases,
as we expected. However, the reduction of the latency begins
to saturate as the fabrication technology improves (e.g., in a
32-nm technology node) because shrinking logic device with
the fabrication technology makes the area occupied by TSVs
getting dominant. For microbump (with ESD protection cir-
cuits) bonding technique, the decrease of the MoT interconnect
latency starts saturating even in a 65-nm technology node
because TSVs with microbumps occupy significant silicon
area. Such large TSVs not only have the stacked memory
banks spread out so that the critical-path distance between

cores and memory banks does not decrease as much as
expected, but also make the TSV placing and routing harder.
Thus, in 45- and 32-nm technology nodes, the MoT inter-
connect latency even increases when the numbers of stacked
memory tiers are more than four and two, respectively.

Our second set of experimental results show the impact
of TSV sharing on the latency of MoT interconnect. Sharing
TSV buses among multiple memory banks can reduce the area
occupied by TSVs as well as the number of routing-tree levels
of MoT interconnect, which finally reduces the latency. Fig. 12
shows the MoT interconnect latency of all our candidates with
respect to the number of L2 SPM tiers for microbump bonding
technique in 65- and 32-nm technology nodes. In a 65-nm
technology node [Fig. 12(a)], it can be seen that the latency
improvement owing to TSV sharing schemes, compared with
PlainMoT, increases with the number of stacked memory tiers
because the area occupied by TSVs is getting dominant as the
size of memory die decreases resulting from vertical stacking.
As shown in Fig. 12(a), the maximum latency improvement
owing to TSV sharing (i.e., the maximum difference among
the results of all the candidates) is ∼20% (e.g., Dynamic-8:2
when the number of tiers is eight). Note that the latency results
of Static-2:1 and Static-4:1 are, respectively, very close with
the ones of Dynamic-4:2 and Dynamic-8:2 because almost
the same number of TSVs is used in each case (i.e., the case
of Static-2:1 and Dynamic-4:2 and the case of Static-4:1 and
Dynamic-8:2). The MoT interconnect latency of Dynamic-
8:3 is always placed between the ones of Dynamic-4:2 and
Dynamic-8:2. In Fig. 12(b), the disparity of the latency results
between PlainMoT and the other TSV sharing schemes is
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Fig. 15. Results of cost efficiency (i.e., IPC divided by fabrication cost)
for high test program suit with respect to the number of stacked memory
tiers in 32-nm technology node. (a) When microbump TSV bonding is used.
(b) When direct TSV bonding is used. All the values are normalized with
respect to the cost efficiency of PlainMoT when the number of memory tiers
is one.

much bigger due to the smaller logic area with the advanced
fabrication technology, i.e., 32 nm. Compared with PlainMoT,
Dynamic-4:2, Dynamic-8:2, and Dynamic-8:3 yield up to
31%, 44%, and 38% latency improvements, respectively, when
the number of tiers is eight.

The next experiment results show the effect of each TSV
sharing scheme on the system performance, in terms of IPC.
As mentioned above, a TSV sharing scheme helps to decrease
the MoT interconnect latency. However, packet contention
occurring at shared TSV buses may degrade the system perfor-
mance despite of the reduced latency. Fig. 13 shows the IPC
results of multicore clusters with respect to the number of L2
SPM tiers for the three test program suits (shown in Table V)
when a 32-nm technology node with either microbump TSV
bonding technique or direct TSV bonding technique is used.
All the values are normalized with respect to the IPC results of
2-D MoT. As shown in Fig. 13(a) and (b), for low test program
suit, all the candidates have similar IPC results because SPM
utilization ratios of the applications in low test program suit
are too low and, thus, difference in the MoT interconnect
latencies among the candidates does not affect the system
performance. However, for mid and high test program suits, it
can be seen that the system performance increases as the SPM
utilization increases, compared with IPC results of 2-D MoT.
For microbump TSV bonding technique shown in Fig. 13(a),
the IPC of PlainMoT decreases as the number of memory
tiers is more than four because of an increase in the MoT
interconnect latency (as shown in Fig. 11). Conventional TSV
sharing schemes (i.e., Static-2:1 and Static-4:1) degrade the

Fig. 16. Results of power consumption of MoT interconnect with respect to
the number of stacked L2 SPM tiers. (a) When microbump TSV bonding is
used. (b) When direct TSV bonding is used.

IPC results due to the packet congestion occurring at shared
TSV buses while the proposed methods (i.e., Dynamic-4:2,
Dynamic-8:2, and Dynamic-8:3) yield the best performance
results when the number of memory tiers is more than four
because congestion-aware TSV sharing reduces both the MoT
interconnect latency and the congestion at shared TSV buses.
Note that, in both TSV sharing schemes (i.e., the conven-
tional ones and the proposed ones), the performance results
degrade as the number of memory banks shared by one TSV
bus increases due to the increase in packet congestion at
shared TSV buses. As shown in Fig. 13(a), for high test
program suits, when the number of memory tiers is eight,
Dynamic-4:2 yields up to 14% and 27% IPC improvements
compared with Static-2:1 and PlainMoT, respectively, and
Dynamic-8:2 up to 49% and 18% IPC improvements compared
with Static-4:1 and PlainMoT, respectively. For direct TSV
bonding technique shown in Fig. 13(b), PlainMoT almost
yields the best performance results except when the number
of memory tiers is eight, because the dense TSV footprint in
direct bonding technique allows the MoT interconnect latency
to decrease continuously with respect to the number of stacked
memory tiers without packet congestion, while TSV sharing
schemes do not to reduce the latency enough but cause packet
congestion at shared TSVs. However, when the number of
memory tiers is eight, the latency improvement of PlainMoT
is saturated (as shown in Fig. 11) and, thus, TSV sharing with
proper packet congestion management schemes help to reduce
the latency more and increase the system performance.

The next experimental results show the impact of TSV
sharing on the fabrication yield and cost of 3-D stacked SPM.
Because of high defect rates of 3-D die stacking processes with
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TSVs, the reduced number of TSVs owing to TSV sharing
increases the fabrication yield and reduces the cost. Fig. 14
shows the fabrication yield and cost with respect to the number
of L2 SPM tiers and fabrication technology nodes for different
TSV bonding techniques. As shown in Fig. 14(a) and (b),
the fabrication yield increases as more TSVs are shared.
However, in microbump TSV bonding technique, the disparity
of fabrication yield with respect to the TSV sharing schemes
(i.e., the number of shared TSVs) is much higher due to the
large footprint of TSV. The disparity of fabrication yield also
increases with respect to the number of SPM tiers because
of the reduction in memory die footprint, which makes the
area occupied by TSVs larger. The disparity of fabrication
yields makes a big difference of fabrication costs as shown in
Fig. 14(c) and (d). In a 32-nm technology node, Dynamic-8:2
yields up to 48% and 83% fabrication cost reductions com-
pared with PlainMoT with direct TSV bonding and microbump
TSV bonding, respectively. Note that the results of Static-2:1
and Static-4:1 are, respectively, almost the same as the ones of
Dynamic-4:2 and Dynamic-8:2 due to almost the same number
of TSVs used in each case.

The next experiment compares the TSV sharing schemes
in terms of cost efficiency, i.e., performance/fabrication cost.
Fig. 15 shows the results of cost efficiency with respect to the
number of SPM tiers in a 32-nm technology node for high
test program suit with different TSV bonding techniques. All
the values are normalized with respect to the cost efficiency
of PlainMoT when the number of memory tiers is one. For
microbump TSV bonding technique shown in Fig. 15(a),
PlainMoT yields almost the worst cost efficiency because
many TSVs with large footprint have negative effects on 3-D
MoT in the view of performance and fabrication cost as shown
in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively. In Fig. 15(a), the maximum
cost efficiency is achieved by Dynamic-8:2, which yields up
to ×2.11 and ×1.96 improvements compared with PlainMoT
and Static-4:1, respectively, when the number of memory tiers
is two. For direct TSV bonding technique shown in Fig. 15(b),
the maximum cost efficiency is achieved by Dynamic-4:2
when the number of memory tiers is two, and it yields up
to ×1.11 and ×1.15 improvement compared with PlainMoT
and Static-2:1, respectively. Static-4:1 almost yields the worst
cost efficiency because of the large amount of congestion at
shared TSV buses.

Fig. 16 shows the results of power consumption of MoT
interconnect with respect to the number of stacked SPM
tiers in a 32-nm technology node, which shows the impact
of TSV sharing on the power consumption. As shown in
Fig. 16(a) and (b), the power consumption of MoT intercon-
nect decreases as more TSVs are shared due to the reduc-
tion in the number of interconnects (e.g., wires and TSVs)
and the corresponding logics (e.g., routing and arbitration
switches, buffers, and so forth). When the number of SPM
tiers is one, power consumption of microbump TSV bonding
is slightly larger than that of direct TSV bonding due to
the additional capacitance of microbump and ESD circuits.
However, compared with power consumption of microbump
TSV bonding, power consumption of direct TSV bonding
is larger as the number of SPM tiers goes higher because

of the larger reduction in latency of MoT interconnect,
which, in turns, increases the clock frequency in the MoT
interconnect.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a new TSV sharing method for
a cost-effective design of 3-D MoT interconnect that can be
integrated in a multicore cluster where a 3-D multibanked
shared L2 SPM is stacked on the multicore die. The proposed
TSV sharing method gives better performance by support-
ing traffic balancing, TSV fault tolerance, and unconstrained
number of TSVs insertion. Furthermore, the proposed method
keeps a modular design strategy, which allows users to stack
multiple memory dies with identical dies, without the need
for different masks for dies at different levels in the
stack. We also investigated architecture parameters of 3-D
stacked memory (e.g., fabrication technology, TSV bond-
ing technique, number of memory tiers, and TSV shar-
ing scheme) in terms of latency, system performance,
and fabrication cost. Compared with a plain TSV shar-
ing scheme (i.e., PlainMoT), Dynamic-8:2 and Dynamic-4:2
offer up to ×2.11 and ×1.11 improvements for microbump
TSV bonding and direct TSV bonding techniques, respectively.
Compared with static TSV sharing schemes (i.e., Static-4:1
and Static-2:1), Dynamic-8:2 and Dynamic-4:2, respectively,
offer up to ×1.96 and ×1.15 improvements for microbump
TSV bonding and direct TSV bonding techniques.
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